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Welcome to APICe Home

The APICe web space is an XWiki-based service meant to support the academic activities (research, teaching, projects, technology transfer) of scholars, research groups, and project teams – including students, PhD students, fellows, and researchers – mostly (but not exclusively) belonging to the Department of Computer Science and Engineering (DISI) of the Alma Mater Studiorum–Università di Bologna, Italy.

Actually, anyone with an active account by the Alma Mater Studiorum and an active interest in the academic work can exploit the APICe XWiki-based service, and contribute to its growth.

APICe Spaces

The APICe Wiki provides a collection of spaces devoted to the core elements that characterise academic work. The main spaces currently available are the following:

- **Publications** — Scientific, technical, and teaching documents and publications for research, courses, projects, and technology transfer
- **Journals & Series** — Scientific, technical, and teaching journals and series hosting the publications of interest
- **Talks** — Scientific, technical, and teaching talks, seminars, and presentations
- **Projects** — Scientific, technical, and teaching publications for research, courses, projects, and technology transfer
- **Products** — Prototypes, technologies and systems of scientific, teaching, or industrial interest
- **Events** — Events (conferences, workshops, meetings, seminars, …) of scientific, teaching, or industrial interest
- **Courses** — Support for teaching activities, mostly (but not exclusively) in the academia
- **Theses** — Support and documentation for academic theses

APICe News

- **Recent News**